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ABSTRACT 
ti matrix A E Lti,,(F j, r” an zbitrary field with characteristic p (not necessarily 
- - 
positive), is an mth power in M,(F) if and only if each of its p(x)-primary 
components is, where p(x) runs through the irreducible factors of the minimal or 
characteristic polynomial of A. This paper establishes necessary and sufficient criteria 
for determining when such a p(x)-primary matrix is an mth power. The criteria fall 
into three cases: (1) p(x) = x: If e, 2 e, 2 l l l is the sequence of exponents of p(x) 
which form the elementary divisors of A, extended by adding infinitely many 0 terms, 
the criterion states that for all i z 1, e(i_ rlnl+ 1 - ei,, = 0 or 1. (2) p(x) f x, m not 
divkible by p: If /? is a root of the separable core q(x) of p(x) and E = F(p), then 
the multiplicity of each elementary divisor of A must be representable as a sum of 
integers, not necessarily distinct, each of which is the degree of some irreducible 
factor over E of the polynomial x’” - #3. (3) p(x) + x, m a power of p: In this case, 
the criterion combines the criteria in the first two cases: If el > e2 2 0 l l is the 
sequence of exponents of p(x) which form the elementary divisors of A, extended by 
adding infinitely many 0 terms, then for all i > 1, e(i_ iJrn + i - ei,,, = 0 or 1 and the 
multiplicity of each ei must be representable as a sum of integers, not necessarily 
distinct, each of which is the degree of some irreducible factor over E of the 
polynomial x “I - /3. 
INTRODUCTION 
Fix some arbitrary field F, and let ,J F) be the ring of n X n matrices 
over F. We concern ourselves in this paper with the problem of establishing 
criteria to determine when the matrix equation Xm = A, A E M,(F), X an 
indeterminate over J F ), has a solution. 
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This problem is one in a long line of investigations into solutions of matrix 
equations. owever, it seems that only a few special cases of this problem 
have appeared in the literature, the best-known being the treatments of 
119-1221 and Gantmacher [2, pp. 232-2391, both 
so [3, p. 1931 and [4]). Cross and Lancaster [S] 
solve the problem over when m = 2 with criteria given in terms of a 
sequence called the ascent sequence of a matrix. Hodges [S] considers the 
special case F = GF( 9), A = I, the identity matrix. Others, like [a], specialize 
to m = 2 and are concerned with particular choices of A; in the case of [$I, 
the authors are only interested in solutions to Xm = A that possess the same 
special properties as A. In this paper, we are able to give a criterion to 
determine the existence of solutions to Xm = A for a given A with m and F 
arbitrary. 
(1) All polynomiz!s we consider are manic unless otherwise indicated. 
(2) We write M tn) to denote the direct sum of n copies of the module M. 
1. THE MODULE-THEORETIC FORMULATION 
A number of simple observations are apparent from the outset. In 
particular, since X “’ = A has a solution X = Z3 if and only if X” = UA@ 
has a solution X = UBV for all invertible U E M,(F), the criteria we seek 
will not depend solely on A, but on similarity invariants of A. Further, the 
desired criteria will also have to depend intrinsically on F. For instance, 
0 1 ( 1 1 0 
is easily seen not to be a square in M,(F) whenever F is a real subfield of the 
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invariants that depend on F as well, one might expect our results to be 
expressed in terms of this data for A. This is precisely the case. 
Moreover, we will benefit (by way of shortening proofs and clarifying 
ideas) by reformulating our matrix problem into an equivalent one expressed 
in module-theoretic language. If x is an indeterminate over F, the eqtiva- 
lence we speak of associates to the similarity class sim(A) of the matrix 
A E M,(F) the (isomorphism class of) the F [xl-module M = mod.(A), ob- 
tained by defining on an n-dimensional F-vector space V the aCti6ii of x by 
the F-linear transformation on V whose matrix representation (in some basis) 
is A. This module is a finitely generated torsion module, annihilated by the 
ideal generated by the minimal polynomial of A. Indeed, the fundamental 
structure theorem for finitely generated torsion modules over a PID says that 
M is (isomorphic to) the direct sum of quotients of F[x] by powers of prir& 
ideals; we call this the elementaydiuim decomposition of M. These prime- 
power ideals, being principal, are the elementary divisors of M, or of A. 
Their product is the characteristic polynomial of A, whose degree is n. (The 
reader can consult any recent linear-algebra text for the details of this 
development, e.g., [9, Chapter 31.) 
Matrices in M,(F) are similar if and only if they have the same set of 
elementary divisors, so the ;assoctitiQn sim(A) --) M is well defined and 
one-to-one. On the other hand, given an arbitrary finitely generated torsion 
F [ xl-module M, the direct summands F[x]/p(x)“F[x] of its elementary 
divisor decomposition are vector spaces over F of dimension deg Pi, 
whence dim, M is the degree n of the polynomial which is the product of 
the elementary divisors p(x)” (the characteristic polynomial). If V is the 
underlying n-dimensional vector space of M, the action of x defines an 
endomorphism of V whose matrix representations A run through a similarity 
class in M,(F). It is clear that M = mod,(A), so &n(A) + mod,(A) is 
bijective. 
The reformulation of our original problem in terms of modules proceeds 
as follows. Let X = B be a solution to X” = A, A E M,(F), and put 
N = mod,(B), where y is a new indeterminate over F. Then the structure of 
M as an F [ xl-module is identical to the structure of N as an F [ y “l-module. 
In other words, where F [ y]-mod is the category of finitely generated torsion 
modules over F [ y], the F-algebra homomorphism f: F [ x] + F[ y] deter- 
mined by f(x) = y m induces a functor @, : F [ y]-mod * F [ +-nod that 
carries N to M. Our problem therefore is to determine the image of the 
Let 9% be the forgetful funct ]-mod + F-mod induced by the 
natural injection of rings F + F [ x]; is the underlying vector space of 
. Similarly, \k,( N) is the underlying vector s ace of N. Since both vector 
imension over 
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on these vector spaces are endomorphisms with n x n rwtrix representa- 
tions), they are isomorphic, so we freely identify them. Under this interpreta- 
tion, the diagram of functors 
Q, 
F[y]-mod - F[x]-mod 
\ % &/ F-mod \k~ 
commutes. 
One important property of @ we will use repeatedly is its additivity: 
@(N,@ N,) = @(N,) @@(N,) for all N,, N2 E F[ y]-mod. Indeed, more gener- 
ally, Q is exact: if v: Ni + N, is an F[ y]-module map which is 
injective/surjective, then Q(q) : a( NJ -+ @(N,) is an F[x]-module map 
which is injective/surjective. This ns easily seen from the fact that 9$( 9) = 
\k,(cp)* 
2. REDUCTION TO THE PRIMARY CASE 
In order to develop the criteria that will determine whether a given 
M E F [xl-mod is the image under Q! = 43, of some N E F[y]-mod, we 
approach by way of a number of reductions. 
Suppose that 
p,( qe”, p,( qet2, ’ l l 9 p,(x jelsf 
is the list of elementary divisor polynomials of M, where pl( x), pz( x), . l . , pt( x) 
are the distinct irreducible factors over F of the minimal polynomial of M 
(which generates ann F[x] M ). For i = 1,2,. . . , t , let Mi be the submodule of 
which is the direct sum of those indecomposable submodules of M (the 
distinct summands in the elementary divisor decomposition) whose annihila- 
tors are powers of the ideal generated by pi(X). We call Mi the pi mrY 
component of M, and t its primuy decomposition. t=l 
is a p( x)-primary module, or simply that 
equivalent to saying that the annihilator of M is the 
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THEOIUIM 1. M lies izz the image of Q, if and only if each of its primary 
componefzts lies in the image of @. 
Proof. We need only prove the necessity; the sufficiency is clear from 
the additivity of @. 
Let M = a(N), and suppose M = M,$ l l = CB M, is its primary decompo- 
sition. Then Vj = i&( Mi) is a vector subspace of V = 9,,(N) = !&( M ). It 
suffices to show that the linear transformation of V defined by multiplication 
by y leaves V;: invariant, for this will prove the existence of an F[y]-submod- 
ule 3 of N for which \k,( q) = ~~( Mi). Since ym = x on V, it will also follow 
that @( Ni) = Mi, completing the argument. 
Put Li = Ml@ * * l ~ Mi_1~ Mi+1~ l l l @M,. Then ann,[,l Li and 
annF[xl Mi are coprime ideals in F[ x]. If qj(x j generates annpLXl Li and 
pi( x)ei generates ann F[xl Mj, then there exist polynomials a(x) and b(x) for 
which a( x)qi(x) + b(x)pi(x)ei = 1. 
Pick u E Mi. Then there exist unique o E L, and w E Mf for which 
YU = 2) + w. Since xy = ync+l = yx, 
Y” = Y [ a(x)9j(x) + b(r)Pi(xJei] u 
= 4x)9i(x)Yu 
=a(x)9i(x)[u + w3 
so we are done. 
We may assume then that M is a p( x)-primary module with p(x) an 
irreducible over F. Our next reduction will show that we can assume that 
p(x) is purely inseparable over F. This is accomplished by another functorial 
construction. 
For every irreducible p( x ) over F there is an associated polynomial 9( A” ), 
separable over F, which we call the separable core of p( x ), or sim 
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core of p( x ), defined by the condition p(x) = q( xP), where p = p’ is a power 
of the characteristic of F [ 10, p. 9793. A number of observations are 
apparent. First, the core of p(x) is equal to p(x) unless F is an imperfect 
field. Also, it is necessarily irreducible. Next, the degree of q(x) is the 
s,-isa&& degree of p(x), and p is the inwparable degree of p(x) [so that 
deg p(x) = p deg q(x)]. Therefore, the roots of p(x) (lying in some fixed 
algebraic closure of F) each occur with multiplicity p, and their pth powers 
are precisely the roots of 9(x), which are distinct. 
-ILet (Y be a root of p(x j, so that /3 = gtP is a root of its core 9(x j, and let E 
denote the extension field F(,B). If X is an indeterminate over E, the 
polynomial XP-/?pE[X] is irreducible, for it factors over the algebraic 
closure ;as (X - CIL)P and (Y E E if and only if p = 1. We now construct a 
functor Q between the full subcategory (F[ x], p(x))-mod of F[ xl-mod, 
whose objects are, by definition, the p( x)-primary modules with elementary 
divisor decompositions of the form 
F[x]/p(x)“‘F[x]~F[x]/p(x)““F[x]~ .*- @F[x]/~(x)~‘F[x], (1) 
and the full subcategory (E[ X], XP - &-mod of E[ Xl-mod, whose objects 
are the (XP - P)-primary modules which have the similar form 
a3 l . . CEIE[X]/(X~--+)“‘E[X]. (2) 
ecause of the decomposition theorem, we can define 52 on modules (the 
objects of the category) by the rule that maps the F [ xl-module (I) to the 
E[ Xl-module (2). This implies that Q is additive and bijective on objects. 
‘IO define Q on morphisms, we first note that if 
1 = F[~]/p(x)‘~~F[x]e~I’[x]/p(x)~~F[x]@ ... @F[x]/p(~)~“F[x] 
and 
2 = F[x]/p(x)“‘~[x]c~F[x]/p(x)~~F[x]~ ... @F[~]/p(r)“~F[x], 
en 
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so that any morphism QI: M, + M, can be represented by an s X t matrix 
whose (i, j) entry is a morphism 
Composition of morphisms is then multiplication of matrices. Since 
S&q) : Q( M,) + 52( M,) will have a similar representation as an s x t matrix 
whose (S, j) entry is m Jmmnn+ ,-d u.1 "I"*a*"aIs "1 
we will simply define Q(v) for morphisms v between indecomposables in 
(F[x], p(x))-mod and require that (Q(q))ii = sZ(qij)* 
Suppose then that Q, E Horn 
Since F [ x]/p(x)dF [ 
F[*]wmN~)dF[~l~ w/P@)ew)* 
x ] is a cyclic module with generator 1 + p( x)~F [ x], we 
find that q is uniquely determined by ~(1 + OFF [xl). Write 
cp(l+ PWdFM) = f(x) + PweFbl 
for some f(x) E F[x]. As each element of 
is similarly uniquely determined by its action on the element (1 + ( XP - 
p)dE [ Xl), we define O(cp) by putting 
If cp(l+ PWdWl) = g(x)+ PweFC 1 f x or some other representative g(x) 
E F [ x], then p( x)~ would divide the difference f(x) - g(x); but p(x) 
factors over E as a multiple of XP - /3, so f(X) - g(X) is a multiple of 
(XP - p)“. Hence W(q) is well defined. 
Observe also that if q’ is another element of Frxl(F[x]/p(x)dF[x], 
xl/PWe~W)~ we have a(~4 + q’) a(#), and if 4 E 
omFrxl(F[x]/p(x)“F[x], F[x]/p(~)~F[x]) is determined by 
+(I+ P(x)cqx]) =dx)+ 
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whence C&q+) = Q(qQQ(+). 
The verification that G(id,) = idof,, for all M E (F [xl, p(x))-mod is 
immediate; and, given M,, M,, M, E (F [xl, p( x&mod and morphisms 
$:M,+M, and cp:M2+M3, the fact that SI(cp$) = Q(cp)G( 4) is just 
matrix multiplication. So 52 is a well-defined functor from (F [ x], p( x))-mod 
to (E[X],XP+)-mod. 
We have already mentioned that G is bijective on objects; we will show 
that it is also bijective on morphisms, i.e., that S2 is an isomorphism of 
categories. We note that in the light of the remarks above, it suffices to prove 
that SE is a bijection between Horn zqx~(F[4/P(X)dF[4 w/?wew) 
om,I,I(EIX]/(XP - P)dE[X], E[X]/(XP - fi)eE[X]). To do this, we 
construct a map o: F[x]/~(x)~F[x] -+ E[X]/(XP - /?)eE[X] by 
Now o is a homomorphism of rings; indeed, o(a + ~(x)~F[x]) = a + 
(XP - /3)“E [ X] for all a E F, so that w is an F-algebra homomorphism. Since 
f(x)+?O)“F[ I k x E er o implies that f(X) is divisible by (XP - /I)” over E 
so that f(x) has cy as a root, then f(x) is divisible by p(x)” over F, and we 
conclude that c3 is injective. But 
dim,F[x]/p(x)“F[x] =e[F(a): F] =e[F(a):E][E: F] =ep[E: F] 
= [E: F]dimEE[X]/(XP-/3)eE[X] 
=dim,E[X]/(XP-/3)“E[X], 
so 0 is surjective as well. So, if Qp E 
F[ x]/p( x)~F [ x]) is determined by 
omF(,1(F[xl/p(x)dF[x19 
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f(x)EF[ x ,I ] l tf 1 o ows that !2( cp) is determined by 
It is clear that since o is an isomorphism, Q is bijective on morphisms. 
Ostensibly, it seems that the definition of 52 is dependent on the choice of 
the root !3 of q(x), but in fact if /3’ is another such root, E’= F@‘), and 
W : (F [ x], p( x&mod + (E’[ X], XP - p’)-mod is the associated functor, then 
because the categories (E [ X], XP - /3)-mod and (E’[ X], Xp - P’)-mod are 
naturally isomorphic, the isomorphism being induced by the isomorphism of 




of categories. In this sense, then, the choice of the root of 9(x) used to define 
Q is immaterial; the definition of Q depends only on the polynomial p(x). 
THEOREM 2. If M E VW Pwm~ is the image un&~ the jknctor 
@: F[y]-mod-, F[x]-mod of NE F[y]-mod, then Q(M)E(E[X],X~-j?> 
mod is the image under the finactor @: E[Y]-mod + E[X]-mod of some 
N’ E E [ Y ]-mod, and conversely. 
Proof. If M = @(N ), then the transformations on V = qx( M) = i&,(N) 
given by the actions of y and x commute with each other, so y E End,,,, M. 
Since M has the form (l), we can represent y as a t X t matrix ( yij), where 
note Z&O that ( yij)m is a t X t matrix representation for X. 
The element Q(Y) = (~(yij)) E End,[,] St ) defines an E[ Xl-module 
map whose mth power is X, so the E [ Y]-mod structure on Q(M) defined 
by having Y act like St(y) is an ement of E [ Y]-mod whose image under 
: E[Y]-mod --) E[X]-mod is Q( ). This proves the first statement of the 
eorem. The converse follows from the fact that since Q is an isomorphism 
gories, this argument is reversible. 
is such that p(x) is 
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to sayiog that deg p(x) = 1. n general, however, as we show in the next 
section, we can still reduce t the degree-one case. 
4. UCTION TO T ECASE p(x)=x-a 
In what follows, we reserve the lowercase Greek letters p, cr, r to stand for 
the integers p’, p”, p’, with r, s, t >, 0, respectively. 
Our goal in this section is to show that we rnav further reduce our 
problem from the consideration of a purely inseparable p(x) to the simpler 
case p(x) = x - Q. As a result, we assume thm.&mt this section that F is 
imperjkt, hence that char F = p > 0. Proposition 3 below sets aside a useful 
calculation of the “pth power” of a module. Then, in Theorem 4, we show 
obtain the reduction. This reduction is functorial, of course, so we 
the definition of a new functor IJ,, different from the “mth power” 
and the forgetful functors JI rt : F [ * ]-mod + F-mod we have been 
e proof of Theorem 4 boils down to combining the result of 
Proposition 3 -which says basically that a&,( M ) = M(p) and that aP is 
bijective on objects -with the commutativity relation @,$P~ =a$&. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Gp : F[ ZJ-mod + F [ z]-mod be the “pth power” 
fin&or, i.e., Q(N) is the F[z]-module obtained by having z act as ZP on 
N E F [ Z]-mod. Zf p( 2) is irreducible over F with core 9(Z) and inseparable 
degree u >, p, then 
(F[z]/~(z)“F[z])=(F[z]/&~/~)~F[z])”’. (3) 
Conversely, if P E F [ Z]-mod satisfies Q,,(P) = (F [ z]/q( z~‘~)~F [ z])(p), then 
P = F[Z]/p(Z)eF[Z]. 
of. To prove the first statement, put P = F[ Z]/p( QeF [ Z] E F[ Z]- 
mod, p( 2) an irreducible polynomial with inseparable degree u = ps and 
core 9(Z) of degree d. Viewe a linear transformation of the vector space 
v = \k,( P), which has basis - (1, 2, Z2 ,..., Zude-l) (we write 2’ for 
Z’+ p.~(Z)~F[li!i]), z = Zp leaves invariant the subspace y with basis Bi = 
J,...,p-1. Since B t union of the Bi, 
re exists a submodule With vi = am 
cyclic F[ z]-module with 
, so the restriction 
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q( x”‘p) is irreducible in F[ z], else we can replace the variable z with XP to 
contradict the irreducibility of y([ z”l”‘p) = p(x). So the endomorphism x 
has as minimal polynomial over y a power of 9( z”p), say the ei power, 
ei < e. Consequently, 
However, if any one of the ei < e, we have 
ode=cardB=dimFV=&lim,V,=C1d&dpe=ode, 
P P 
SO in fact each ei equals e. SO Qi = F[z]/~(&‘)~F[ X] for each i, which 
proves the first half of the proposition. 
Now suppose that P E F [ Z]-mod satisfies 
Then as an element of End F 21 & p(z)” = 9( z”/‘)” = 0, since q( z*“)” 
annihilates V = \k=( ( F [2]/9( 2’ /[ P)“F [ z]}(P)) = qz( P), so the minimal poly- 
nomial of 2 is a power of the irreducible p(Z). It follows that P is 
&Q-primary. By (3) and the additivity of Qp, we must have P = 
wl/PweFIZl. 
The reduction we seek is effected by a functor rp: (F [xl, x - Q-mod + 
(F[X], XP- @-mod which we now define. Suppose the polynomial xp - b E 
F[x] is irreducible, i.e., b is not a pth power in F. Then the action of Ip on 
objects is given by setting 
r,(F[r],‘(x-b)“F[x])=F[X]/(XP-b)=F[X], 
then extending additively via the elementary divisor decomposition (as we 
did for G in Section 3); for morphisms, it suffices to define rp(~) for 
q E Hom(wl/(~ - b)dF [ x], F [ xl/(x - b)=F [ xl), then extend by additiv- 
ity for more general morphisms. Since 
pEHom(F[a]/(x- b)dF[r], F[x]/(x - b)‘F[x]) 
is determined by 
c&+(x-b)dF[x])=f(x)+(x-b)eF[x], 
we define r,(q) by setting 
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at ‘rP is a (welkletiixl) ftithful 
E (F [ x], x - b)-mod lies in the image of the 
: F[y]-mod + F[ od if and onZy if the duZe r,(M) E 
- b)-mod lies in the bruzge of the jimctor : F[Y]-mod + 
F [ Xl-mod. 
of. Suppose that Q,(N) = M, and that N = F[yl/p(~)~F [y], where 
p( y ) is irreducible with core 9(y) and inseparable degree u (not necessarily 
> p). Let pi( Y ) be a nontrivial irreducible factor of the polynomial 9( Yp’) E 
F \Y 3, and suppose that pr( Y ) has core 91( Y ) and inseparable degree T. If cy 
is a root of p r( Y ), it is also a root of 9( Yp’); in particular, since both the 
path power and the 7th power of (Y are separable lements over F, it must 
efore, 9,(Y) divides 9( Y ), and the irreducibility of 9( Y ) 
). This proves that 9( Y PO) is irreducible over F. With 
N’= F[Y]/q(YP”)eF[Y], it follows from (3) that Q&N’) = N(p). 
I N has more than one summand in its elementary-divisor decomposi- 
we can use this argument with the additivity of QP to find an 
[Y ]-mod, each of whose elementarydivisor polynomials is inseparable 
with degree of inseparability >, p, for which $( N’) = N(p). 
Now the diagram of functors 
[y]-mod2 
]-mod ~ --+ F[X]-mod 
m 
the inseparable degree of p( U ) is a 2 p, and if 911') is its core, then 
PV) = 9V")* ence, by Proposition 3 and additivity o 
@) = q)r,( M) = a?pm( Iv’) 
and on comparing the elementary-divisor decompositions of M(p) and 
@m(F[Y]/q(Yu’~)eF[Y])(P) in F[X]-mod, we conclude that 
~*(F[~l/9(~"'~)eF[~l)~ 
If A7 has more than one summand in its elementarydivisor decomposi- 
tion, the general case follows immediately from the additivity of Q,,, and 
The results of Section 3 reduce our problem to the consideration of 
modules M from subcategories (F [xl, p(x))-mod where p(x) is irreducible 
and purely inseparable: p(x) = XP - b for some b E F which is not a pth 
power. Applying Theorem 4 and the bijectivity of rP on objects, we can now 
reduce our analysis to the consideration of M’ = l-J M) E (F [xl, x - b)-mod, 
that is, we can take p(r) to be of degree one. 
5. REDUCTION TO THE SCALA 
can now take the elementarydivisor decomposition of to be of the 
arm 
an e,>e,> -- Be,. 
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LEMMA 5. Let ak be the coefficient of X” in the bim~~fa! sties 
expansion 
(l+ x)l’* = l+a,X+a,X2+ l **. (5) 
If p does wt divide m, then each ak lies in F. 
Proof. Put a(-) = 1. Raising both sides of (5) to the mth power and 
comparing coefficients of Xk yields 1= ma 1, and for k >, 2, 
where the summation is over all indices 0 < i,, i,, . . . , i, g k that sum to k. 
By induction, then, all ak are rational numbers which in lowest terms have 
denominators prime to p, completing the proof. 
RQPOSITION 6. Suppose that a # 0 and that p does not divide m. If 
(Fbl/(x -a)F[x]](“b F[x]-mod is in the image of Qm, then so is 
( F [ xl/( x -- a)“F [ xl}(‘) for ewry e z 1. 
Proof. Let M = F[x]/(x - a)“F [ x]. Then \k,( A#“)) s \k,( M)@) is natu- 
rally isomorphic to \k,( M ) @ F F fs! Under this isomorphism, the action of x 
on the tensor-product space is determined by x( u @ u) = xu @ o for u E qx( M) 
and ZI E FtS); that is, x acts on the second tensor factor FtS) trivially. Now in 
view of the lemma, we can define an element 5 E End,[,] M which is 
multiplication by 
c - lak[a-‘(x-a)]k= ak[a-l(x-a)]k, 
k=O k=O 
where the ak are defined as in the lemma, and equality in (6) holds because 
( -a)e= 0 in M. Consequently, 5” = l+ a-‘(x - a) = a-lx. (This use of 
ie binomial-series trick is essentially the same as in [ 1, p. 303 or [Z, p. 2321.) 
y hypothesis there exists an F[ y]-module N which satisfies 0m(N) = 
(‘). Since the action of y on the s-dimensional vector 
ism q whose mth power is scalar 
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r?iultiplication by a, we can build an F [ y]-module structure on ?I$( M) B F FtS) 
via y(u@v) = [UQV, whence 
y”( u@v) = [n’u@7jmv = a%u@av = xu63w = x(u@v). 
This defines an F [ y]-module whose image under (Pm is (F [xl/(x - 
a)“F [ xl}(‘), completing the proof. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that a # 0 and that p does not divide m. Then M 
as in (4) lies in the image of Qi, = am if and only if each of its homogenwus 
components does. 
Proof. By additivity of Cp, we need only prove the necessity. Suppose 
then that M = Q(N), and let P =(x - a)M. Then P = P@P,@ l . l @B,, 
where Pi =(x - a)Mi. GO, for each i = 1,2,. . . , t, write Li for the f [ xl-sub- 
module 
of M. 
Choose ui E ~~( Mi) for some i; then, viewing y as a transformation on 
\k,( IV) = \IrX( M ), we have a unique expression YUi = v1 + v2 + l l l + V, with 
vi E iPx( Mi). Therefore, 
( x-a)eiyui=(x-a)eiv,+(x-a)eiv2+ l =* +!X-a)eiVi_l 0) 
on the one hand, and 
( X - a)eitJUi =y(x-a)eiUi=O 
on the other, so that each term on the right side of (7) is 0. From this we 
conclude that vi E $( Pi> for all j < i, i.e., that y\k,( Mi) C \Ir,(Li). 
Now if u E \It,( P), then u = (x - a)w for some w E \k,( 
y(x - a)w = (x - a)yw E (x - a)*%(M) = q,.(P), that is, y*%(P) c !&(P) 
C qx( Li). Therefore, 
y\k,(Li)=y[\k,(P+Mi+ i+l + 0.. +M,)I 
=Y[\k,ik:)+w 
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tf s that there is some f[ y]-submodule Ni of N for which Li = @(Ni). 
then have that for alI i > 1, Q(Ni_l/Ni)= Li_,/L,, as @ is exact, 
where we are taking It, = M and lpsTO = IV. But 
L j_1/Li=(Li+Mi)/Li 
~Mi/(LinMi)=Mi/Pie (F[x]/(x-~)F[x])("~' 
(as F [x]-modules), so we can apply Proposition 6 to conclude that Mi is in 
the image of a. 
The reduction given by Theorem 7 requires the restrictions a + 0 and p 
prime to m. For instance, take F to be the real number field R and a = 0. 
Then the module 
[x]/xR[x] @R[x]/x2R[x] 
is the image under a2 of N = R[ yJ/y3R[y], which is equivalent in matrix 
language to saying that the similarity class (over R) of matrices with Jordan 
canonical form 
are squares of matrices in the similarity class determined by the single Jordan 
block 
wever, the homogeneous component [x] of M does not lie in the 
age of @,, since the matrix 
is not a square. 
ysis must take a different tack to handle those 
es that do not satisfy a # 0 and p 
e next section, w 
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which Q + 0 and p divides rn are studied in Section 7. (Indeed, Proposition 3 
is a part of the analysis of this last case.) 
However, when a # 0 and p is prime to m, by Theorem 7 we can a$&IZ*jB 
that the degree-one primary module M is itself Wgeneous, i.e., is nts own 
only homogeneous component. So M is as in (4) with t = P: 
M= (F[x]/(~-~)“F[x])~~‘. 
The final reduction will show that we may assume that e = 1, i.e., that the 
action of x on %kx( M ) is multiplication by the scalar a. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that a + 0 and that p does not divide m. Then jti 
all e >, 1, the module M = ( F [ xl/( x - a)eF [xl}(“) lies in the image of B, if 
and only i;f the module ( F [ xl/( x - a)F [ xl}(“) lies in the image of ip. 
Proof. The sufficiency is precisely Proposition 6, so we need only prove 
the necessity. As in the proof of Theorem 7, if P = (x - a)M, then y+#‘) c 
\k,( P). So there is a submodule Q of N for which q,,(Q) = \k,( P) and 
Q = aj( P). Therefore, a( N/Q) = M/P z ( F [ xl/( x - a)F [ x]}% 
For the module (F [xl/(x - a)F[x])(“)-which we call a scaZizr modute 
o,t‘size s, since the action of x on !I!%( M) is multiplication by the scalar a -it 
is easy to give the criterion for lying in the image of @. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that a # 0 and that p does not divide m. l%en the 
scalar module M = (F[x]/(x - a)F [ xl}(‘) lies in the image of @ if and onZy 
ifs can be written as a sum of degrees of irreducible factors over F of ym - a. 
(These factors need not be distinct.) 
Proof. * : Suppose that N E F [ y]-mod satisfies a(N) = M. Replacing 
N with its elementarydivisor decomposition @ Ni, we can use the additivity 
of Q, to assert that @(N;,) is a nonzero submodule of M. But the nonzero 
submodules of M are precisely the a-scalar modules of size less than or equal 
to s, so 
@(IQ= {F[x]/(x-a)F[x])‘“i’, 
where Csi = S. Since Ni = FEYl/P(Y)eFIYl or some polynomial p 
ducible over F, it follows that 
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does not divide m, y” - a is separable over F, whence e = 1 and si = 
(8)) = dim&(NJ = degp(x). 
e: Let s=Csi, where si = deg pi( x ), pi( y j an irreducible divisor of 
Yrn- a. If we define N= @ Ni> -where Ni = F [ y]/pi( y)F[ y]y it is straightfor- 
ward to check that @(N j = M. This completes the proof. 
We can now combine the results of our reductions to piece together the 
first criterion. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose m b prime to the characteristic of F, and 
p(x) + x is irreducible over F with core q(x) and inseparable degree CL Let /3 
be a root of q(x), and let E be the simple extension of F by /3. Then the 
p(x)-primary module M lies in the image of @ = a, if and onZy if each of its 
elementary divisors (the generators of the annihilator ideals of the summands 
in its elementary-divisor decomposition) occurs with multiplicity which can 
be expressed as a cum of degrees of irreducible factors over E of the 
polynomial x*’ - /3. 
Proof. M lies in the image of Q, = the (X* - j3 )-primary module a( M j 
lies in the image of ip : E [ Y ]-mod + E[ Xl-mod (Theorem 2) * the (x - p j- 
primary module M’ for which r’( M’) = Q(M) lies in the image of Q, : E [ y]- 
mod --) E[x]-mod (Theorem 4) w each of the homogeneous components of 
’ lies in the image of QE, (Theorem 7) e the multiplicity of each elemen- 
tary divisor of M’ can be expressed as a sum of degrees of irreducible factors 
over E of the polynomial xm - /3 (Theorems 8 and 9) w the multiplicity of 
each elementary divisor of M can be expressed as a sum of degrees of 
irreducible factors over E of the polynomial xm - /I (definition of M’). 
The matrices A E M,(F) for which M = mod,(A) form a similarity class 
which has precisely the same collection of elementary divisors as does M. So, 
we can say that A is p( x )-primary (or homogeneous, or a-scalar) precisely 
n matrix language, therefore, Theorem 10 becomes 
THEOREM 10’. Suppose m is prime to the characteristic of F and p(x) # x 
Ze over F. Let p be a root of the core of p(x), and let E be the 
n the p( x)-primary matrix A is an mth power 
visors occurs with multiplic- 
of irreducible factors over E 
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6. TWE NILPOTENT CASE 
Multiplication by x is a nilpotent endomorphism of the x-primary module 
M, so we call M a nilpotent module. The criteria for deciding when a 
nilpotent module (nilpotent matrix) lies in the image of @ [is an mth power 
in M,(F)] for F = C [I-3,5] are to a great extent concerned with precisely 
this case, and practically the same analysis can be used for the general case of 
arbitrary F. 
For any M E F [ xl-mod for which there exists an N E F[y]-mod for 
which clp( N) = M, the eigenvalues of M, i.e., the eigenvalues of any of the 
matrices A for which M = mod ,(A), are precisely the mth powers of the 
eigenvalues of N. Therefore, M is nilpotent if and only if N is. This single 
observation makes the determin&on of the criterion iri the nilpotent case 
straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 11. &.qpose N = F[yl/y”F[yl E FM-mod, 80 that 
dim, N = n. Let 9 and r be the unique integers thut satis& n = gm + T, 
q>,O,O~r<m.Then~(M)is~~hicto 
M- ( F[x]/x~+~F[x]}%{ ~[xl/xPFCx])(*-‘I. - 
Proof. The set of vectors B = { 1, y, y2,. l . , y”- ‘) forms a basis for 
V= q&N) = 9%(@(N)) over F (as previously, we write y ’ for y’ + y "F [ y]). 
Let Bi, i=O,P,...,m - 1, be the subset of B consisting of the kth powers of 
y, where k z i (mod nz), and let V;: be the subspace of V generated by Bi. 
Then xV C I$ since xyk = Y*+~, SO tiers ia a submodule Mi of G)(N) 
for which V;: = \k,( Mi). Since Q(N) = x and MinMj=O when i#j, 
@(N ) = @ Mi. Further, it is clear that Mi is cyclic in F [ xl-mod, generated 
by yi. But ~q+‘y’ = 0 for all i < m, and xqyi = ~q*+~ # 0 for i < T, whence 
the result. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let n,, n2, 9, rl, r2 be integers satisj$ing ni > 0, q z 0, 
0 < ri < m, and ni = gm + Ti (i = 1,2). Suppose r2 > 0 and r = 
min(m - rl, r2). 77ien 
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Proof. By the additivity of <P and Proposition 11, the F [ xl-modules in 
(8) are both equal to 
THEOREM 13. Suppose the nilpotent module M has elementaydivkor 
decomposition 
M= F[x]/x~~F[x]~F[x]/x~~F[x]B l . w[x]/x~~F[x] 
and e, 2 e2 > = l l 2 et. Extend this sequence ad infinitum by putting ei = 0 
for all i >, t. Then M lies in the image of Q, if and onEy if for all i >, 1, 
qi-l)m+l - eitn =OOrL 
Proof. Let M = Q(N). If 
n+n,2 .=. > n,, then the ith summand will contribute exactly m sum- 
mands to the elementarydivisor decomposition of M unless ni < m, in which 
case it contributes exactly ni summands of the form F[x]/xF[x]. By 
appending to these ni summands m - ni trivial summands F [ x]/xOF [ X] = 0, 
we may write for each i >, 1 
= F[x]/x~~~F[x]w[,x]/x~~~F[x]~ l - ~BF[x]/x~~~F[~], 
(ni) = diledige l l l ~di, for short. Here, we extend the sequence 
n,2n2> .** >, n, by setting ni = 0 for i > s. Also, we are free to assume 
that dil> di2 >, l l l > din, for all i. The sequence 
dll,d12,...,dl,,dzl,... (9) 
is precisely the sequence e,, e2,. . . in some order. Further, it follows from 
osition 11 that for all i, di, - di, =O or 1; in fact, ni =di,,,m + Ti, 
is the multiplicity of dil in the subsequence dil, di2, l l l 3 dim* 
13 di2, l l l > m of (9) is nonin- 
e rZi can chosen so that for 
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d i < S, dim >, di+ll 7 for then (9) is nonincreasing, hence is exactly equal to 
e,, e2,. *. . 
NOW if for some i, di, < di+l,l, then, putting 9 =djm, we must: have 
ni =qm+ri and ni+r= qm + ri+ 1 and can apply Proposition I% Specifi- 
cally, where r=min(m-r,,r2} >O, iP(n,)~~(ni+l)=~(ni+rj$~(n,+~ 
-r), and either Q(ni+r)=(q+l)@(q+l)@ l . . @(g+l) and cP(ni+i- 
r)=(9+1)@ l l l a3(9 + 1)639@ l l l CD 9 (9 + 1 occurring T - r2 times) when 
T =m-r,, or Q(ni+T)=(9+1)$*** @(9+1)@9@ -** @9(9 oCC!UITiIlg 
T- m [ - r,3 times) and cP(ni+i- r) = 9@9@ l l l $9 when T = r2. In either 
case, we see that replacing ni >, ni+ 1 with n, + r 2 nj + 1 - r ensures that 
di, 3 di+l 19 but may violate n1 2 n2 >, l l l . However, it should be clear that 
after finitely many applications of this replacement procedure, we do obtain 
n,>n,2 l .= for which the associated sequence (9) is nonincreasing, com- 
pleting the proof. 
In terms of matrices, this becomes 
THEOREM 13’. The nilpotent matrix A E M,(F) has elementary divisors 
which are all powers of x; let these exponents of x be e, >, e2 >, l . l >, et, 
where et is the last nonzero exponent. Make this an infinite sequence by 
defining ei = 0 for all i 2 t. Then A is an m th power in M,(F) if and only if 
for all i = 1,2,..., 
e(i-l)*+l - ei7n =Oorl. 
7. p-POWER ROOTS IN CHARACTERISTIC p 
The only remaining case we need to consider is the case of the (x - a> 
primary module, a # 0, when m is divisible by p. Indeed, if m = np, p = p’, 
T >, 1, n prime to p, then we may use the fact that Qm = @,$I$ to reduce to 




Suppose the module M has ekmentay-diviscw decomposi- 
@I ..a $F[x]/(x-a)“’ 
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and that e,>,e,> 9.. >, et. Extend this sequence ad infinitum by putting 
ej = 0 for all j > t. Let T < p be the largest power of p fm which a is a 7th 
power in F, and put u = P/T. Then M lies in the image of Q,, : F [ y]-mod -+ 
F [xl-mod if and only if the multiplicity of each ej is a multipk of CJ and for 
all i 2 1, 
e(i-l)p+l - 'ip -0orP. 
Proof. =c Let M=@&W), and suppose that N=F[y]jp(~)~F[y], 
p(y) an irreducible over F. As an element of End,V, V = \II,( M) = !$,( N), 
(Y P - a)el = (x - a)e* is tie zero map, so the polynomial (yp - a)“’ must be 
ditisible by the minimal polynomial of y, p( Y)~. But (yp - a)“1 has exactly 
one root ~1, of multiplicity e,p, so it factors over F as (yP”- b)“l, where 
a = k’. If p(y) has separable core 9(y), then it follows that 9(y) = y - b and 




=QT(F[z]/(z - b)“F[z])@-’ 
by Proposition 3, viewing $ as the composition 
F[y]-mod? F[z]-mod2 F[x]-mod. 
ut W = $(@T(F[z]/(a - b)eF[z])) = \k,(F[z]/(z - b)“F[z]); it has 
basis B = (1, x - b,(z - b)2,...,(x - b)“-‘} (writing (x - b)’ for (z - b)‘+ 
( z - b)“F [ xl). Multiplication by x - a = zT - a = (x - b)’ then leaves in- 
variant the subspaces Wi with respective bases Bj = ((x - b)j 1 j E i (mod T)), 
i = OJ,..., 7 - 1. So there are submodules L, of a,( F[x]/(x - b)eF[z]), 
cyclic with generators (X - b)‘, for which Wi = qx(Li). AS W =: $ Wi, we 
have @T(F[z]/(z - b)“F[ z]) = $ Lie Let c, d be the integers satisfying 
e = cr + d, c >, 0, 0 <d < 7. Since (x - a)C+‘(x - b)’ = 0 for all i c T, but 
( x - a)C( x - b)’ = 0 only for i < d, it follows that Li = F [ x]/(x - a)C+lF [ x] 
for i < d and Li = F[x]/(x - a)“F[x] for i >, d. 
Therefore, 
= (F [xl/(x - a)C+lF [r])(d”)B) {F [xl/(x - a)cF [x]}(p-du’. (10) 
each surnmand of 
are satisfied. ener 
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elementarydivisor decomposition, we can use (10) and the additivity of @p to 
complete this part of the proof. 
= : Suppose the multiplicity of each ej is a multiple of u and for all i >, 1, 
e(i-l)p+l - eip = 0 or 1. Then the sequence of integers d, 2 d, >, l l l defined 
bY 
di = u-1 i e(i-ij,-+k 
k-l 
is such that 
N= @F[y]/(y”-b)diF[y] 
satisfies @&N ) = M: by Proposition 3 and (lo), 
qAN) = ~~~(FIYl/(Y"-b)diFIYl) 
= @$(F[z]/(z - b)diF[~])‘“’ 
= @(F[x]/(x-a) e(i-l)P+lF cx] @F [ x]/( x - a)e(i-1)p+2F [ X] 
a3 l =* @F[x]/(r-a)eipF[x]} 
= M. 
Observe that the similarity of Theorem 15 (and its proof) to Theorem 13 
(and its proof) is a result of the fact that the pth roots of a are all identical, 
just as the mth roots of 0 (m arbitrary) are all identical; the opposite holds in 
the situation of Theorem 8: when m is prime to p, the mth roots of a are all 
distinct. This is not to say that there is no connection between the criteria of 
Theorem 8 and 15. Indeed, the criterion that determines when the general 




that p=p* and t p(x) + x is an iwducible 
q(x) and inseparable de 
i0t.l 
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p(x)-primu y module M as in (1) lies in the imuge of QP if end only if each 
of its elementary divisors occurs with multiplicity which can be expressed as 
a sum of degrees of irreducible factors over E of the polynomial xP - /I, and 
for all i >, 1, 
e(i-- l)p+ 1- %ip =OoTl, 
wheree,>,e,>, l - is the sequence of exponents in (1) extended by putting 
ej = 0 for all j > t. 
Proof. Let T < p be the largest power of p for which /I = y’, y E E; put 
CJ = p/r. Then M lies in the image of aP = the (X” - /?)-primary module 
Q(M) lies in the image of a,., : E[ Y ]-mod + E[ Xl-mod (Theorem 2) * the 
(x - p )-primary module M’ for which lT”( M’) = Q(M) lies in the image of 
: E[ y]-mod + E[ xl-mod (Theorem 4) = each ej among the sequence of 
exponents of the elementary divisors of M’, and hence of M (both M and M’ 
have the same sequence of exponents), has multiplicity a multiple of 6, and 
for all i >, 1, eti _ l)p + 1 - eiP = 0 or 1 (Theorem 15) = each ej among the 
sequence of exponents of the elementary divisors of M has multiplicity which 
can be expressed as a sum of degrees of irreducible factors over E of the 
pokynomiaE x li -p,andforall i>,l, e~,_r~P+l-eiP=Oor 1 [as xp-fi factors 
into irreducibles over E as (x0 - ‘y )‘I. 
n terms of matrices: 
THEOREM 16’. Suppose that p = p’ and that p(x) + x is an irreducible 
polynomial over F with core q(x) and inseparable degree CJ = p”, that p is a 
root of q(x), and that E is the simple extension field F(P). I%en the 
p( x)-primary matrix A E M,(F) is a pth power in M,(F) if and only if each 
of its elementary divisors occurs with muZtiplicity which can be expressed as 
a sum of degrees of irreducible factors over E of the polynomial XP - /3, and 
for all i >, 1, 
e(i- l)p+ 1 - eip =Oor 1, 
wheree,>,e,>, l *. is the sequence of exponents in (1) extended by putting 
ei = 0 for all j > t. 
o conclude our analysis, we ought to apply eorems 10 and 16 to the 
eneral case of describing the image of when m = np, n 
owever, this information is not enou termine whether 
eo reimage L of 
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M under QP lies in the image of @,,, and this requires knowing the structure 
of all possible preimage modules L. This seems to be a difficult problem, in 
general. (Alternatively, we need to be able to identify whether the preimage 
of a module M under @n lies in the image of QP, but this is even more 
difficult; the behavior of $ is much simpler than that of an.) 
8. MORE QUESTIONS 
Some obvious questions arise: 
1. Is there an algorithm which will find all the mth roots of A, so long 
as at least one exists? In module-theoretic form, this is precisely the problem 
we had in Section 7 in identifying all the preimages under a,, of a given 
module M which we know to lie in the image. 
2. If this algorithm exists, for which matrices A is it effective? For 
instance, one can actually exhibit up to similarity all the mth roots of any 
nilpotent matrix that satisfies the criterion of Theorem 13’. In principle, it is 
also possible to exhi&t the mth roots of arbitrary matrices with complex 
entries (see the examples in [3]), and numerical analysts run a small industry 
in calculating roots of real matrices (see for instance [ll] and [12]). This may 
not be feasible, however, in the case of p(x)-primary matrices with rational 
entries for which deg p(x) is large [so that factoring ZP - /3 over (P) is 
difficult]. 
3. Hodges [S] counts the solutions to X2 = I over finite fields. In 
general, can we find the number of (similarity classes) of solutions to 
X” = A, i.e., the number of (isomorphism classes) of modules N that satisfy 
am(N) = M? This is probably not as difficult as finding all the solutions, 
being a problem of a more combinatorial than algebraic nature. What 
connections can be made with the fundamental theorem of algebra; that is, in 
what sense does the number of solutions depend on m? 
4. An interesting side question: in Section 3, we proved that the map 
u: F[x]/p(r)“F[x] --) E[X]/(Xp -/?)eE[X] which sends f(x)+ p(x)“F[x] 
to f(X)+(XP-&eE[X] is a ring isomorphism. at explicitly is the 
preimage of /P 
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